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Changing landscape in procurement
"To create a new standard, it takes something that's
not just a little bit different. It takes something
that's really new and really captures people's
imagination." These words from Bill Gates, initially
related to the Macintosh PC, could serve as a
summary of the serious challenges and fascinating
opportunities that will accompany purchasing in the
coming years. Procurement is in the midst of a
process of disruptive transformation that will change
its face forever and create a completely new
corporate function, empowered, determined and
shaped by technology. In other words, procurement
is living up to a radically new standard. This process
is mainly due to three parallel developments, which
we call the procurement endgame. First we have the
comprehensive digitalization of purchasing and
complete transparency of the value chains, from the
raw material producer to the end customer.

Second, as a result of this development, a profound
automation of the majority of tactical, operational
and even strategic procurement processes will take
place. Intensive use of artificial intelligence and
specialized bots will affect a large part of classic
operational purchasing, boost transactional
efficiencies and reduce staffing levels. And finally,
there is the commoditization of large parts of the
purchasing processes and their reallocation to
specialized service providers, which is an
unavoidable consequence of automation. This means
procurement will need to change. Embrace the
technology to drive automation and efficiency on the
one hand, and provide more insights and steering in
an increasingly complex value chain on the other.
But this task cannot be resolved using the same
methods and tools that have worked so far. Radically
new challenges require radically new solutions.
These are the things that have to change.
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Problems in Procurement
INTERVIEWS
We evaluated procurement departments of big corporations and identified those 5 areas
to attack.
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Data
Purchasing data is EVERYWHERE

Old IT Systems
Multiple enterprise systems and data
sources.

Transformation Readiness
Organizations are not ready to transform
as the mindset is missing.
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Scale
Billions of transaction and purchasing data
sets.

Resources
Too much time and resources required to
analyze data.
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AI in Procurement - Potentials
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Startups: AI in Procurement
scoutbee is an AI-driven global sourcing platform. Founded in
2015, we solve the most significant pains of global sourcing –
lack of transparency, overwhelming complexity and cost.

Suplari’s mission is to shine the light on inefficiencies so that
companies can invest in growth, innovation and their people.
Their Insights Platform provides AI-driven insights in real time.

GoFish‘s vendor management platform is build on top of a AIdriven search engine helping buyers to find perfect matching
vendors fast and easy. GoFish helps procurement to consolidate
vendors and aggegates cross category demand.

SMART by GEP is a unified, source-to-pay procurement platform.
Its spend analysis function is built on GEP's proprietary AI
systems and automatically aggregates, cleanses, validates,
classifies and reports spend data across the enterprise.
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5 Tips - AI Procurement
AI for Procurement means crunching through thousands or millions of purchasing and transaction data
points from within your organization, all with greater speed, accuracy, and scale.
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AI streamlines common procurement tasks
Leverage automation to make more efficient use of resources and accelerate key procurement
processes.

AI improves negotiation positions
Be better prepared for contract renegotiations with easy access to the information that puts
you at an advantage.

AI creates opportunities for spend reduction
Gain a clear view into supplier spend across fragmented categories and siloed business units.
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AI makes managing risk much easier
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AI empowers your team to make fast decisions

Identify risks early on – before they become a serious issue.

Get the data you need to make better business decisions.
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Can we help?
info@aonic.ai

